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Expanderpark 
Independent Lift and Slide Systems 
 

The Hercules Expanderpark Series provides independent 

parking, one space is left vacant in the lower level. The 

machine automatically shuttles the lower parking 

platform sideways to allow any top-level parking system 

to be lowered to either park or retrieve a car. 

 

100% flexible design. Ability to be adapted to any pit 

length, width, depth or height. As this is a modular 

system, the widths can vary from 2 cars to 10 cars. 

Heights available from 2 cars to 6 cars high. The height 

of each level can also be varied to take either standard 

height cars or 4-wheel vehicles.  

 

EXPANDERPARK 0 + 2 SYSTEM 

 

One space is left vacant in the lower 

level. The machine length can be 

varied. The machine height can be 

varied 

 

Illustration is an example only, each 
of our Hercules carparking solutions 
are tailor designed to your parking 
needs. 
 

EXPANDERPARK 0 + 3 SYSTEM 

 

Two spaces are left vacant 

The machine length can be varied 

The machine height can be varied 

 

Illustration is an example only, 
each of our Hercules carparking 
solutions are tailor designed to 
your parking needs. 
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EXPANDERPARK -1 + 2 SYSTEM 

 
One space is left vacant 

The machine length can be varied 

The machine height can be varied 

 

Illustration is an example only, 
each of our Hercules carparking 
solutions are tailor designed to 
your parking needs. 
 

 

 

EXPANDERPARK -2 + 3 SYSTEM 

 
Two spaces are left vacant 

The machine length can be varied 

The machine height can be varied 

 

Illustration is an example only, each 
of our Hercules carparking solutions 
are tailor designed to your parking 
needs. 
 

 

 

Customised Expanderpark 
Independent Lift and Slide Systems 
 

The expanderpark system can go down to 2 levels in 

the pit and up to 16 levels above ground if required.  

Please contact us to get a personalised drawing. 
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